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FRIDAY,

"When you do the common things in life in an uncommon way, you will command the attention of the world."
George Washington Carver

Out in October activities celebrated locally and globally
V

s

in September how this National
Coming Out Day should be focused
on LGBT youth. He said in his edi-

v

torial on the Web site

TheNewCivil-RightsMovement.o-

rg,

"This year it
the connection finally hit
hit me
LGBT youth are three times
me
as likely to attempt suicide. LGBT
youth need role models. LGBT
youth need hope." Sadly, this post
came only a few hours before Tyler Clementi, the Rutgers freshman,
jumped to his death.
National Coming Out Day was
created by Robert Eichberg and
Jean O'Leary in 1988, building on
the momentum of the 1987 March
1
on Washington for Lesbian and Gay
Rights. Participants in National
Coming Out Day are encouraged
to wear pride symbols such as the
pink triangle or the rainbow colored
flag in order to show support for the
different sexual orientations of the
LGBT. In the United States, NCOD
National Coming Out Day was celebrated on Monday by different institutions and orgais directed by the Human Rights
for
students,
education
nizations around the world. Activities included rallies, speakers,
Campaign, which encourages indiinformational videos and much more. This year, the civil awareness day is in conjunction
viduals, families and allies to spread
with a campaign to end bullying (Photo courtesy AP).
their stories.
On Monday, many different organizations and institutions celebrated
versity made headlines when a male
throughout the world, with activiLaney Austin
student committed suicide after he
National Coming Out Day. At Syraties ranging from rallies and speechNews Editor
was allegedly recorded engaging in
cuse University, the LGBT Resource
informational videos
es to
sexual activities with another male.
center has chosen to spread the
and education. This year the day is
interhas
The
prompted
tragedy
Comwith
the
in
message "You are not alone" in orcelebrated
National
marked
conjunction
Monday
of
the
and
national
der to let students and other youth
many
response
"End
EveryBullying
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ing Out Day, a globally recognized
focused
around
the
rallies
know that there are people they can
country
where."
civil awareness day in order to prosuicides
by
future
on
gay
discuspreventing
go to when it comes to discussing
The reason for the duality of the
mote coming out and foster
intheir sexual orientation. This mesyouth.
is
due to the recent
sion about lesbian, gay, bisexual, two events
advocate
for
Caleb
The
an
Eigsti,
sage will also be echoed throughout
transgender and queer issues. The crease in suicides in the gay commuCivil
wrote
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day was recognized many places nity. Two weeks ago, Rutgers Uni
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Proposed
News Editor

First, the class of 2014 broke
records with enrollment, now its
only October and the class of 2014
is once again making history at the
College. Three students, Peggy
Olson '14, Heather Wilcox '14 and
Henry Waldron '14 are in the process of establishing a group called
Cheta Eta Pi, the College's first coed greek group or what the founders refer to as a "frarority."
Olson, Wilcox and Waldron all
wanted to be involved in Greek life
when they first got to Wooster. "We
wanted the social life and support
that Greek life provides, but we
didn't want to be in a group of only
girls or only guys," said Wilcox.
The group presented their idea of
a co-e- d greek group to Joe Kirk, the
director of Greek Life, and found
out it was an actual possibility. Kirk
stated, "I know it may be hard for
some to get their heads around the
creation of a co-e-d
fraternity but
they do exist in the country and
some have been very successful and
strong with a similar bond that exist with single sex Greek groups."
Cheta Eta Pi will be looking for
people to join who believe in the
philosophy of the group by sharing
a common interest in animals and
promoting animal rights. "We are
going to volunteer at the Wayne
County Humane Society for our
hours," explained Wilcox.
The group name also reflects
off-camp-

us

l

ool

Greek group's love for
the co-e-d
animals. "We came up with 'Cheta'
(like cheetah), not a Greek letter,
but we thought it was a clever way
of incorporating the animal theme
into our greek letters," Wilcox continued, "we then discovered the 'Eta
Pi' combination of Greek letters
and just had to use it."
The founders admitted to getting mixed reviews on campus
when they first started up the coed Greek group. "At first we were
facing a good amount of opposition
to our idea, but we weren't about
to give up on it," explained Wilcox. "We often woke up to an angry
email or two telling us we shouldn't
do it because people thought it was
a joke, or because it didn't fit in, or
just because we were freshmen."
Not only were there angry
but the group also experienced opposition when their original rush
.flyers were torn down.
In order for a group to be recognized on campus as a chartered organization, they must create a constitution and have it approved by
Student Activities. Currently, Cheta
Eta Pi is in the process of completIt usually
ing their constitution.
takes about seven months after the
constitution has been turned in for
a charter to be approved. Since the
group cannot hold formal rushes
until they are approved, they are
holding informational
currently
sessions for those who are interested or just curious in the group. "We
don't have any rushes planned right
now," said Wilcox, " but when we do
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Peggy Olson '14, Heather Wilcox '14 and Henry Waldron '14 proposed the College's
co-e- d
Greek organization. The group plans to cater to animal rights activism and
anyone who has an interest in animals. If approved, the group hopes to volunteer
community service hours
at the Wayne County Humane Society to fulfill
Linda
by
Kuster).
(Photo

first

off-camp- us

people will know."
Kirk has now met with the three
founders multiple times to review
what needs to be done in order for
Cheta Eta Pi to be a recognized part
of Greek life at Wooster. "I don't
want a group that will embarrass
Greek Life or mock us in any
way, so I tend to have long conver

sations with any potential group
regarding their purpose and the
seriousness of their interest," said
Kirk "There are no short cuts to being part of this community."
Although it may not be an easy
road ahead, Kirk believes the founders of Cheta Eta Pi fully understand what they are undertaking.

MmNews
Viewpoints

on-goi- ng

Greek group makes effort on campus

co-e- d

Grainne Carlin

I.

'

around the country.
Here in Wooster, the second annual "Open the Door to Equality"
rally was held downtown on Sunday. The rally included two keynote
speakers in order to spread the message of equal rights for the LGBT
community. Many people in the
community turned up to show their
support for the local gay community
and gave citizens the chance to tell
the government that they deserve
equal rights. The keynote speakers
included Nikie Antonio, who was recently elected to the Ohio House of
Representatives, becoming the first
openly gay, bisexual and transgender legislator in the state, reported
the Daily Record. Other speakers
addressed similar issues, enlisting
the help of the some-10- 0
people
who attended the rally.
The College of Wooster also
played a role in the Open the Door
to Equality rally. President of the
College's Allies and Queers association, George Myatt '11, gave a
speech at the event. Myatt said that
having the opponmity to speak at
the event allowed him to "highlight
the
issue of kids who are
gay not being able to stand up and
speak out for themselves." Myatt
wanted to make sure that in that
moment their voices could be heard.
Myatt wanted to let people out there
struggling with coming out of the
closet to take their time and not feel
pressured. He said, "don't let anyone
else try to define you by your identity. You are in charge of it."

At this point, the group is willing to
put in all of the hard work it takes
to create a Greek group on campus
and fulfill the necessary requirements. According to Wilcox, most
of the opposition has died down at
this point. "A lot of people are really excited about getting involved
in it and helping us establish it."
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Ramsey Kincannon
writes part II of his editorial as a call to human
rights issues in Palestine. See page 3 for the

w

'
A

fullstory.
A&E Editor George Myatt

shares his viewpoint on
the need to stop bullying
those in stillin the closet.
Page 4 has the story.

reports on
the recipient of the
John Plummer Scholarship. Turn to page 5 for

Jordan Turner reviews
the Shakespearamints'
third production "Much
Ado About Nothing."

the full story.

Turn to

Emily Tarr

page

6.

Ben Christ recaps the

attendance

record-breakin-

g

encket match.
See page 8 for more on
this exciting story.
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experience difficulty

Law school post-grad- s
,

CAMPUS
Commemorative
beam signing event

With October in full swing,
many seniors are facing the ever- pressing question of what they
will be doing next year. While
many will choose to enter the
workforce, volunteer abroad or
even apply for jobs on campus, a
large percentage of students will
be heading off to law schools
around the country. Although acceptance rates to these institutions
are reasonable, the problem occurs
when students graduate. Increasing amounts of debt and problems
finding permanent employment
are becoming a national trend for
law students.
post-gra- d
In September, USA Today ran
an article discussing the negative
impacts that law school is having
on students, many of whom are
running deep into debt and also
having problems finding a job. The
article defies the previous public perception that law students
will immediately secure $100,000
starting salaries after they graduate, the actuality of the situation is
that the majority of students lucky
enough to be employed are being
placed in temporary positions or
even jobs that don't require a law
degree.
Additionally, the National Association for Law Placement report

The College will be inviting
trustees, faculty, staff, students and
alumni to sign a commemorative
35' beam that will be displayed in
the new Scot Center. The kick-o- ff
will be Friday afternoon, Oct. 22
at 5:30 p.m. on the back patio of
Lowry Center. The opportunity to
sign the beam will also be available
all day Monday, Oct. 25. The event
is a chance to celebrate the addition
of the Scot Center to the campus,
note its progress in construction,
and thank everyone who has helped
bring this project forward.

Nat'lDayon

Writ-

ing comes to campus
On Oct. 20, the Writing Center
will celebrate National Day on Writing. According to the National Day
'

on Writing's Web site, the purpose
of the, event is to draw attention to
the remarkable variety of writing
we engage in, and to help writers
from all walks of life recognize how

important writing

is

to their lives.

Some of the goals of the event are to
engage people with works of writing

they might not be familiar with and
point to the importance of writing
instruction. The event will be held in
the Writing Center all day, with edible treats from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

that not only has the

ed

Laney Austin
News Editor

r- --

.

,
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employment rate decreased from
92 percent in 2007 to 88 percent in
2009, but also the application rate
has increased by over two percent.
At Harvard University Law School,
Assistant Dean and Chief Admissions Officer Joshua Rubenstein
reported that the number of applicants rose from 7,168 in 2008 to
7,610 in 2010. Rubenstein attributed
this increase to the poor condition
of the economy and how this pressures people to pursue advanced degrees. This adverse trend has raised
fears that students will continue to
find difficulty in securing jobs after
they graduate.
More disturbing than the alarmingly low employment rate is the
incredibly costly loans that students
are being forced to take out in order
to attend law schools. The American Bar Association reported in November 2009 that the average student borrowed $59,324 for a public
law school and $91,506 for a private
one in 2007-0- 8.
The Bar Association went on to caution prospective
students to "have a clear picture of
the debt they will incur and the expected earning power."
However, some of the blame cannot just be placed on the law schools.
A recent post by Heather Dierson
appeared on Minnesota Lawyer's
Web site entitled "Dear Law School:
It's All Your Fault. Signed, A Recent
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Graduates from law school are taping debt and employment issues (Photo courtesy AP).
Finding law experience during your
Grad," in response to the USA Today article. Although Dierson, who time at the institution can give you
graduated law school in 2008, notes a head up in the job search once you
that although she was aware that graduate. Additionally, generating
tuition would be around $75,000 good relations with professors and
dollars, it was ultimately still her alumni can help provide links to opchoice to attend the institution. She portunities in the employment field
says, "If I was smart enough to get both during and
In terms of loans, it is important
into law school, I should be smart
to keep your finances in order and if
enough to know that there has always been too many lawyers."
you are applying for student loans,
So what should you do if you are ' be sure to work out the best possible
planning on going to law school plan for you and your future.
Even though times might not be
next year? Rubenstein says it's
all about experience. "People with
ideal for a student in law school,
work, experience typically have there is no way to say that they will
strong leadership skills and bring not succeed. The ability lies within
the student and how far they are
good perspectives to the community. They have a strong idea of what
willing to push one another in order
they want to get out of law school." to succeed.
post-graduati-

on.

Campus Security Briefs

NATIONAL

Oct. 3 - Oct. 10
Information

drilling
ban has been lifted

Deep-wat-

post-gra-

er

According to the New York Times
Caucus blog, the Obama administration announced on Tuesday that it is
immediately lifting a moratorium on
deep-wat- er
drilling that was imposed
after the BP oil spill, as new rules are
put in place that are intended to prevent another such disaster. Since the
original ban, the White House has
come under intense pressure from
the oil and gas industry and from regional officials and businesses, complaining about the economic impact
of the decision. Secretary Ken Sala-z- ar
believes with this progress in
creating new standards for drilling,
the suspension may be lifted.

DateTime

Location

Vandalism
'

Someone spray painted wall on ground floor

Holden Hall

Someone broke window by door handle

Babcock Hall

1059: 10 a.m.
1077:17 a.m.

nothing of the damage that was done. All are College alumni
Alcohol

Bissman Hall

1094:29 a.m.

Admitted to drinking, underage

Bissman Hall

1069:59

Admitted to drinking, underage

Bornhuetter Hall

1

Denied drinking, but had glossy eyes

Bornhuetter Hall

1

Possession of alcohol, underage

Compton Hall

Admitted to throwing a party with alcohol

Compton Hall

10810:28 p.m.
10810:28 p.m.

Bad candle caused the alarm

Kenarden Lodge

1051:26 a.m.

Hair crimper caused the alarm

Holden Hall

Marijuana smoke caused the alarm

Avery House

1052:32 p.m.
1091:28 a.m.

Had fake ID and lied to SPS repeatedly

The Underground

10912:21 a.m.

Admitted to setting off fireworks

Andrews Hall

1

Urinating outside of the house
Cursing and yelling slurs at SPS officers

Avery House

10 10 12:32 p.m.

Stevenson Hall

10712:37 a.m.

All admitted to being in Bissman but stated that they knew
'

06
06

1 1

1

p.m.

:07 p.m.

1:07 p.m.

Fire Alarm

Disorderly

WORLD

Rescue capsule set
to rescue miners
On Monday, Chilean rescuers finished reinforcing the hole drilled to
bring 33 trapped miners to safety
and sent a rescue capsule nearly
all the way to where the men are
trapped, proving the escape route
works. According to the Associated Press, tests were run where
the empty capsule descended 2,000
feet, just 40 feet short of the shaft
system where the miners have been
trapped since an Aug. 5 collapse.
The steel capsule, named Phoenix I,
was lowered by winch into the hole
after the top 80 feet were encased
in tubing four separate times.
1

Search for Afghan
plane crash continues
CNN reported on Tuesday that
security forces have embarked on a
search for a military cargo plane that
crashed in the Afghan mountains
near Kabul. The crash occurred be- -'
fore 8 p.m. around 25 to 30 kilometers (15 to 18 miles) east of Kabul
International Airport. A source from
the Afghan air force said the cargo
plane took off from Bagram air base
and was landing at Kabul airport,
which amounts to a 30 to
flight.
45-min-

--

While we strive to

achieve excellence
every week, we,
too, sometimes fall
short. Please send
your corrections to
Yoicewooster.edu

1

1:57 a.m.

Cricket match sets record for attendance in U.S. collegiate competition
Students, alumni and faculty gathered on Saturday to
attempt to set a record in having the most attended U.S.
collegiate cricket match. Given Wooster's location in rural Ohio, the goal seemed somewhat unachieveable, but,
against all odds, the College of Wooster claimed the title
by not only washing out the previous record, but more than
doubling it.
The match drew 967 spectators, over 500 more than
any other collegiate match has ever set. The reason for
this unexpected attendance is due to President Cornwall's
challenge to alumni and campus to fill the stadium and
revive the Homecoming spirit.
This year, the College found themselves without a football game on Homecoming due to Earlham's departure
from the conference. The Homecoming committee immediately began planning alternate activities, including alumni
lacrosse games and tailgates for the men's and women's
soccer teams. However, the spotlight was centered on the
College's cricket club by having lie match showcased at
the John P. Papp stadium. Fcr more on the match, see
pep 8 (Photo by Linda Kustcr).
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Palestine human rights Part 2
Dear readers,
We are glad to inform you that The Wooster Voice has laid to rest its former
layout program, QuarkXPress, and upgraded to InDesign, the latest tech
nology in newspaper and magazine layout that will allow the Voice staff to
provide a better quality paper. Members of the Voice staff worked with the
Office of Information Technology over the summer to acquire this new soft
ware that will set the Voice on par with other publications that have been using InDesign for years.
This upgrade in technology sets the tone for bringing our readers a higher
quality newspaper, not just in technology but also in layout and content. In
Design is used by editors of professional newspapers and newsmagazines
and will help the Voice staff be more dedicated to bringing our readers their
campus and local news.
We would like to thank the Office of Information Technology and our
staff members who worked diligently to upgrade our office technology by

acquiring InDesign. Furthermore, we would like to thank our readers for
reading our publication, which has played an integral role at the College
since 1883. With this new technology, we are proud to bring the Voice into
the 21st century.
Sincerely,

Margaret Donnelly and Madelyn Halstead
Co-Edit-

in Chief

ors

Workout equipment now
While I know the new addition to the
PEC will be nothing short of amazing,
because it will not be complete this year,

am forced to wait again.
Currently, if you plan to go to the
gym between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m. it is

think something could be
done to improve
the status of our

extremely hard to compete against
the before dinner rush and the sports
teams. It is almost impossible to find an
open machine, which means either run-

current

ning outside (which won't be so easy
in a month or two), or simply waiting
around and stretching until someone
gets off their machine. With more
working machines this would be less
of an issue and more students could
get a workout in before they head off

1

Lisa

gym.

Along with most
other students at
Wooster, I ap

Hazelton

plaud our school
for expanding the gym and making it
for current and fumore
I
ture students, but wonder if we could
have some new equipment to put in
user-friend- ly

now while we wait for the future PEC.
I believe that by replacing a few of the
older and broken machines we could
greatly improve the weight room experience.
After spending three years at
Wooster I have grown to love the PEC
It has a certain character to it, but with
the new gym on.
the horizon, I
think our workout room could
use some of the
newer machines
now.

currently,

few ei- only
lipticals are in
working order,

one of which
ridicumakes

completely understand that the
new gym will provide future solutions to the problems we're facing
right now, but for the remainder of
the year I think it would be a valid option for Wooster to look into
buying some of the new equipment
earlier. This
I

excited for wayeveryne
am extremely
J
could enjoy
l
the upcoming gym and allit aspects of
I

of the amazing benefits it
will undoubtedly have, but it
Wooster
would be a great
WOUld think about getting at
a few new

lously loud noises when someone even
thinks alwut stepping on it. Some of
the treadmills are broken or breaking
down, which leads to embarrassing
gym moments: you step on a treadmill,
stretch for a second, turn on your iPod,

the new gym,

"thseof
be

Eraduat.
ing this year,
machines nOW. By replacing
broken
the
machines the
College would please many more

Ramsey Kincannon

gym-goer-

s.

think that many students would
feel more welcome to come to the gym
more often. Working out right now can
be a hassle at times, planning when you
I

think you'll be able to go without having to compete with others to use a machine. I am extremely excited for the
upcoming gym and all of the amazing
benefits it will undoubtedly have, but
it would be a great if Wooster would

bikes, waiting and watching for some-

think about getting at least a few new
machines now.
Lisa Hazelton

for

peace.

First,
we
must ease up on letting medical
and construction workers into
Gaza and the West Bank. We're
witnessing what happens when
an animal is backed into a corner.
The only reason that people are
aligning with Hamas is because
Hamas, through radically anti-Isra- el
policies, is promising better
conditions for their people. Once
the people of Gaza start living
let's
at an acceptable standard
enough
them
with
getting
start
clean water to survive the year
then they can start approaching
their political decision-makin- g
with a more reasonable head. Unfortunately, there will always be
extremists who will blame Israel
for everything. Once reasonable
conditions for living have been
set, though, these people will start
decreasing.
As citizens of the United States,
we have been blessed with the free

is a Senior

Staff Writer

the Voice. She can be reached for

ment at Lllazeltonllxvooster.edu.

com-

dom of speech, a right that constantly sets us apart from other
countries. We can attack any president's policies without fear of a
knock on the door in the middle of
the night to whisk us away.
We need to start doing that more
when it conies to Israeli or Palestinian policies that get in the way
of peace talks or substantial augmentation of living conditions. We
must be aware of the fact that
is not
The
U.S. seems to automatically renew
dollar commitit's multi-billiment to Israel, and we should start
questioning those decisions more
vigorously before we hand over now
more than three billion dollars annually. We should speak up if we
hear about problems. King Abdullah
II of Jordan the U.S.'s biggest ally in
the Middle East expressed concern
about a war breaking out if peace
talks weren't continued. We need
to expect peace talks to grow, not
break down. Many have resigned
to the "oil and water" theory, which
states the people of Israel and Palestine will never make peace. These
defeatist attitudes only impede progress and need to stop.
Most importantly we need to start
being aware of these issues ourselves. Due to the complications of
the crisis and the context of today,
not many understand or sympathize
anti-Zioni-

anti-Semitis-

sm

m.

on

with the plight of these turban-covermen speaking in languages we
misinterpret and praying to a God
we associate with evil.
I have been to Jerusalem and parts
of Palestine. I have seen the beauty
of the land, and why seemingly everyone wants to fight for it. Going
the
inside the Dome of the Rock
most religious place in Islam after
is breathtakMecca and Medina
ing, and walking the trail of Jesus'
crucifixion is haunting. I've also
witnessed the demonization that
comes with entering such hallowed
land - interrogation, strip searching
and in one of the scariest moments
of my life, being denied entry into
Jerusalem. The level of distrust
towards any group is alarming and
in no way conducive to prolonged
peace talks.
In the middle of Jerusalem,
there's the Wailing Wall, a remnant
of the ancient wall that surrounded
the Jewish Temple, one of the most
important sites in Judaism. Every
day, people wait in line to deposit
prayers written on tiny slips of paper. I can only imagine how many
of them pray for peace. We must
start taking action, though, so those
prayers can be answered.
ed

Ramsey Kincannon is a regular contribu-

tor to the Voice. He can

be

readied for

comment at RKincannonl2ivooster.edu.

Gov't displays wisdom, not empathy
This week The New York Times
strongly criticized China in two different articles

for stifling apprecia

tion of the

O

minbi

Ren-

(Chinese

currency) to
crease the comof
petitiveness
in-

stance simply reiterating that appreciating the Renminbi may lead
to social unrest in China. In other
words, China may have to face the
same problems that the U.S. faces
trade deficits, unemployment, and

influence over the govlobbying
ernment and high-stacontinues officially as well as unof
a strong

ke

ficially.

The U.S. is no exception. Some
of the largest U.S. corporations in

the industry of durable consumer
goods (such as electronics) as well
as perishable goods (such as food
Chinese goods
items) rely on Chinese imports for
in the internaUsman Gul
their businesses to be lucrative.
tional market.
A large percentage of China's exThe Chinese
to the U.S. consist of interports
government's economic policies are
mediate
goods that are processed in
quences.
most frequently reprobated in intersold locally. Thus, large
U.S.
that
the
and
declared
Thus, Congress has
national media. But of course, this
U.S.
that areHepen-de- nt
on
tariffs
corporations
it will increase import
is done mostly by critics outside of
do
Chinese
on
exports serve as a
Chinese goods if negotiations
China. The fact remains that Chifor
The Chinese
China.
of
net
threat
safety
nese policies will remain focused not resolve the potential
has
every reason
government
on national interests without
on
corporations
these
to
rely
considering foreign inter...in the realms of internationwill
who
employ their lobbyests unless foreign interests
strongly intertwine with na- al trade and politics, communist ing powers to prevent imposition of additional duties on
and there
tional interests
coming
countries
definitely
are
Chinese imports in order to
js little reason for the status
safeguard their own profits.
quo to change.
out on top.
In the 21st century,
WKy should China reverse
countries are enits policies that adversely et
Howevcrucial
advantages over
joying
the U.S. or European countries 'currency wars' with China.
that are manidemocratic
countries
but to its own advantage, such as er, going back on its informal promtrade and
dein
international
the
festing
ises to appreciate the Renminbi,
purposefully stifling the market
communist
politics. Citizens of
Chinese government has reiterated
termined value of the Renminbi?
countries may face undesirable conits initial stance that appreciating
One good reason is that Washsoin
straints on their personal freedoms;
ington may implement its threats the Renminbi will likely result
however, in the realms of internathe
of imposing heavy import duties cial unrest in China; something
afford.
the
tional trade and politics, communist
Does
on Chinese goods which will drive government cannot
Chinese firms out of competition Chinese government really not care countries are definitely coming out
on top owing to stronger and more
about losing access to huge Westin U.S. markets. European countries
capaindependent decision-makin- g
may follow. Recently the Chinese ern markets?
unbilities.
The fact remains that China
government faced strong opposition
derstands what it means to be a
at home from large Chinese corporaUsman Gul is a Senior Staff Writer for
tions who fear the same. In response, democracy and the U.S. is a democVoice. He can be reachedfor comment
the
As
in many other
Chinese government officials have racy by all means.
UGull3Tvooster.edu."'
at
remained steadfast to their initial democracies, corporations retain
economic crises.

The Obama administration realizes that China will continue its
infrequent and informal promises
to appreciate the Renminbi soon,
but it will never actually do so unless threatened with tangible conse-

com-mun- ist

af-fe-

and finally try to start the machine only
to realize you've been standing on a
broken treadmill for the 'past two minutes. Because we don't have many ellipticals or treadmills right now, I'm sure
I have logged countless hours on the
one to use up their allotted 30 minutes.
But too many times I have missed my
chance by letting my attention wander.
Then I can only watch as someone else
runs'to the newly freed machine and I

conflict
a
demands
resolution for

to Lowry. Right now, the current state
of the gym seems to be turning people
away rather than inviting them in.

,

fe

Finding a resolution to a seemingly impossible task may seem
daunting. However, it is possible,
and we must
work towards
a solution. The

1

,.The
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College's technology disappoints Stop all of the bullying

understand and accept hieir identity
and sexuality. Why aren't more state
governments stepping in to strengthen
stitution, you sometimes hear teen
agers have some their laws to protect students who are
gay or lesbian? Can the federal governinteresting conversations, "Did ment pass a law to make a difference?
Someone once told me that the reason
you see., what
why certain issues are propelled into
she's wearing?"
the limelight and get attention from a
"Are the rumors
.-.
..- -government is all because of money.
true?"
George Myatt
Rumors and Apparently, if there is nioqey tied to a
issue, it gets considerably
gossip always fly
I find it pathetic if this
attention.
more
But,
wild in the halls between classes.
claim is at all true. Forget money, we
if you listen closely, you can sometimes hear worse things being said; ' should be reaching out to people whose
It's not uncommon to come across voices are ignored and go unheard, espeople saying,- "That's so gay!" or pecially within the gay community.
However, it is i challenge to reach
These words still
"Hey you,
to a specific audience of people w ho
out
there
that
a
because
it's
sign
persist
is a very, big problem in our nation's , identify themselves with the gay comschools and colleges: homophobic munity or are not clear about their sexuality. Some people choose to be open
bullying and harassment.
The recent deaths of students who about their sexuality, while others elect
to be more private about it. You should
have committed suicide because they
always respect a friend or colleague's
were physically and verbally harassed
request to not re- or bullied for being
veal hisher sexu- oKirotrc
gay, lesbian, bisex-.- ..
cUnnU
1 VJU OllUUlU UU'UJJ 1
,
ality to someone
,
i
uai, transeenaer or
col-- else. People
11
pK-1- iviivt
go
is
a wake udatieer
tQ
through different
call. In case anyone
stages of coming
lost count, there
out, so it can be 3
were six reported
i
process for some
suicides during the :
individuals
of
first week of Octo- rewhen
fully
to
ber, starting with
so
COming
veal their identity
in-si- ty
as someone who is
LGBT.
student Ty- -'

If you walk through the halls of a
typical high school or maybe any in-

puters are out of order or
an important thing to take into
consideration for the large amount
of perspective students plways cirand the projecculating the campus.
tor didn't work
I don't know if these problems are
Surprise. Afa matter of the Office of Informater moving over
tion Technology or if there is some
to the Neshitt
sort of disconnect between whoever
Room we found
informs IT that the computers aren't
that this projecMadelyn Halstead tor
working and the actual departdidn't
...as a
ment itself, but I feel as though
work either.
this problem is something that
To my frustration, the College
struggles with keeping
Ma- needs abatement immediately
a technology-forwar- d
Independent Study is .'getting
technology.
with
underway and more and more
When I walk into ' the
seniors will be printing out two
Wired(less) Scot, I move a mouse
up
copies more frequently.
to use one of the five computers,
comLastly, as, a liberal arts colsomething I'm sure has happened
wish
keep lege that prides itself on be- .to the other?, and after a Tew sec.
ing a technology forward Maonds I realize this computer, is
cintosh campus, the College
not going to turn on. I move
should keep up with the main- -'
onto the next one and by the first-years
alike.
tenance of their' computers if
time I've found one that works, it
is apparent that about half of the
T they wish to keep that reputacomputers in the Wired(less) Scot seem to be in existence mostly for the tion alive for prospective students
alike.
and first-yea- rs
c6nvenience of the student or. colare not actually functioning.
lege patron, and' right now they are
In the Andrews Library, a computMadelyn Halstead is an Editor in Chief
er has had an "out of order" sign on notservingthatpurpo.se.
Voice
In addition, it looks unsightly and for the Voice. She can be reached for comit for multiple weeks now. The
ment at MHalsteadl lzvooster.edu.
when half of the com
has
haphazard
malfunction
been
staff's printer
ing for almost the entire year; even
after it was looked at, more glanced
at than anything, and it still isn't
working.
As a student, it is incredibly frustrating having to go from computer
to computer, trying to find one that
works or to have to wait in an extensively long line for the two computers that are working. The computers

recently sat in the Bechtel Audio
Visual Room in Gault Library waiting
to watch a movie for my dance class
I

non-existe- nt,

V,

liberal arts college
that prides itself on being

up-to-d-

hot-butt-

ate

--

cintosh campus the College
with the
should keep
maintenance, of their
to
puters if they
that reputation alive for
prospective students' and
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league's request
reveal their sexuality to
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Josh Koch '12

The first

cricket match was a
good student bonding exeri-enc- e
because we could all
work together to figure out
the rules. I'd never been to
one before and I'd like to learn
more about it."

lot of people know about
sports like football and soccer
so it was interesting to go to
something different like the
cricket match. I had never
seen one before, all I knew
about the sport was that they
played it with a funny bat."
"A

He

as
was filmed by his
roommate over the
web in his dorm
room while he had
a sexual encounter with another male.
The roommate then took the video and
posted it on Twitter. The only way dementi thought he could end the embarrassment and pain was by taking his
'
own life.
" It was reported on Wednesday that
another gay teenager took his life.'
Zach Harrington committed
suicide' after attending a city council
meeting on Sept. 28 in Norman, Okla.
The city council meeting made, it very
clear that it was not
This
most likely caused Harrington a lot of
panic and stress and offered him no
source for help.
I call this a wake up call because it'
is a very disturbing 'and horrible sign
that there are people, especially young
adults, in this country who do not have
access to the support they need to fully

C,

Rachel Myers '14

'14

dementi.

someone else. rPeople go
through different stages
it can
0f
out,
be aprocess for some
dividuals of when they
'feel it is right to COme

--

isLGBT.

-

five minutes

of

the cricket match were the
most exciting part. And, it
was really cool that we set a
record for attendance."

.

19-year- -old

Stalking must never be taken casually
are countless ' benefits to
a small school.. As stuat
being
dents at Wooster, we are names, not
numbers. Our
and convoices
'
v
,
f

r?,

'

cerns are heard
by members of
the administration! We can get
;
V'-- V
from one end of'
n
ill
Kris Fronzak campus to the
.

'''4'

TV.

"

"
other in 10 to
.
15 minutes.
But one enduring drawback is that
unless you skip classes and hide in
'
your room 247, there is no way you
can avoid seeing essentially everyone
on this campus at least ohce every
'
. few weeks.
' What this means is that staying
away from someone becomes nearly
impossible. And if the person you're
attempting to avoid has no, intention
of doing the same to you, this task
'
becomes even harder. ';.
so lei s.consiuer mis lor a moment:
you're walking to a party with a
few friends when your
appears; lie calls out to you so you
wave your friends on and go over
to say hey. He's been a little clingy
lately, but what of it? You make small
.

end

'

ng

although most stalking occurs after
relationships (whether, between old
friends, ex- - boyfriendsgirlfriends, or
divorced spouses) sometimes a handsome face, casual smile or celebrity
status is all it takes to send someone
.over the edge.
Most of the time these obsessions
don't end up amounting to anything.
The girl or guy gets over it and everyone moves on with their lives. But
sometimes it can have more serious
results. At the very least, if it's affecting your social life, sense of security or well being, it's a problem.
And although we sometimes giggle,
at security reports like
gave unwanted gift," (I know I did)
these are the kinds of things that
can constitute (or at least be precursors of) stalking and really should
be taken more seriously. Things like
that can, at worst, ruin someone's life
or at least darken their college ex- periehce.
"ex-boyfri-

.

gay-friend-

f

bo

M

BCOA

ly.

'.

-

backgrounds,

including those
who arc LGBT. There are resources
available to members of the, campus
who need to talk about their sexuality
with someone in private. The Sexuality Support Network (SSN) is a pro
gram available through the Student
; Wellness Center. Here, students, fac- ulty and staff can privately meet with
a peer mentor to talk in complete con- -'
fidehce about coming out, issues surrounding their sexuality or a friend's
sexuality. If you would like to talk to
someone from the SSN, please contact
. Lori Stine at the Wellness
Center.
Your privacy and confidentiality will
- .
always be respected. '
,

'George Myatt is an A & E editor for
the Voice and President of Allies and
'
Queers. He can be reached for comment

atCMyattllwooster.edu.

Viewpoints would love to hear what you think about current
from campus developments to global news. If
events and issues
you're interested in writing or want to comment on w hat you've
read here, email us at voice)wooste-r.edu- .

end

.

The Voice welcomes

'

letters to the editors!

Letters c annot exceed 330 words in length and must he received by
the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must observe standard spelling and grammatical rules
and include contact information. The Voice reserves the right to
proofread and withhold letters. Please send letters via
to
hliorio-tot- h
Id; wooster.edu and hkfhmzakgmail.com.
e-m- ail
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Kris Fronzak is a Viewpoints editor for
the Voice. She can be reached for com.
ment at hkfronxakgmail.com.
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Have an opinion?

1

ex-boyfri-

one in 20 women will be stalked ev
ery year. Men are also stalked, though
with less frequency than women. And

.

'-

I

talk for a few minutes (the kind of
small talk made by people who were
'
once intimate but are now kind of
awkward).. He may even casually put
a hand on your arm. You part with a
friendly "See you around" and he replies, "Oh definitely." A few days later,
he starts texting you
first once a
day, then more, and more frequently.
Then he starts showing up at parties he knows you're attending. He
insists on walking you to your dorm.
Pretty soon he's basically trying to
be your significant other again, even
though you've made it clear that you
just want to be friends. When you tell
him to stay away from you or to stop
"casually" touching you, he seems to
(
but the next day starts do-icomply
it again.
At this point you have to stop and
realize that you probably have a stalker. The definition differs from state to
state, but AWARE Arming Women
Against Rape and Endangerment)
defines stalking as "Virtually any unwanted contact .., which directly or
indirectly communicates a threat or
places the victim in fear can generally,
be referred to as stalking, whether or
not it meets a state's exact legal definition." Statistics indicate that at least

'

1

There

The
College
of Wooster is '
a very accepting environment
for all diverse

Zdfifflymeal.their
identity someone wno

,

Derek Simi

.

'

What did you think of the cricket match over Homecoming Weekend?
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as the Secretary of Cultural Affairs and Diversity for the Student
Government Association. One of
Estancia Cota ' bei ame the ColCota's main efforts as Secretary has
lege's third recipient of the John.
to try to increase communicaPlnmmer Memorial Scholarship for tion and collaboration Ix'tween the
Promoting a Welcoming Campus for different religious and ethnic groups
LGBT People last Sunday. The schol- - on canipus. As a result of her efforts,
arship, which is awarded annually on the Black Student Association,
or hear National Coming Out bay,
Proyecto Latino, Wbmen
which is Oct.
each year, is granted
of Images and NAACP hope to work
to a student w ho has heled to cretogether this year in some way, possiate a more welcoming atmosphere bly putting together a Martin Luther
on campus for gay, lesbian, bisexual,. King Jr. event in collalbration with
transgender and queer people. It honthe Center for Diversity and Global
ors JohrTPlummer, a 1904 graduate
Engagement. Also, Cota is interested
of the College who was an advocate in having a forum with students of
for LGBT rights and who served as color to discuss the atmosphere on
a source of support and advice for
campus, including incidents of. racLGBT students throughout his 40 ism they have encountered on campus
or in the community, how they feel
years in the College's finance office.
Cota's efforts towards a more welthey "fit" on campus, and how they
students adjust.
can help first-ye- ar
coming campus have mainly focused
-Since her first year on campus, Cota
on greater racial and ethnic inclusion
for students. As President of Proyecto has participated In the GLCA. StuLatino, she tries to create events that dents of Color Leadership Conference, an event which is open to all
promote Latinoa cultures and presence in the United States. One of the students regardless of race. At her
group's current projects is a Day of first conference in 2008, Cp.ta prethe Dead celebration during Family ; sented a paper on race, and she has
Weekend which will include a themed been a participant every year since.
dance party at the Underground, an Last year, it was hosted at Oberlin
College, and she has stayed, in touch
altar in Lowry Center and presentations from Professors Pam Frese of with some Oberlin students. They
Anthropology and Heath Anderson hope to be able to attend each oth- er's events and to work together to
of Archeology. Since Cota has aspromote awareness, especially about
sumed the presidency, the group's
membership has grown vastly from issues such as the Dream Act and immigration reform.
54 niemlers on the listserv to 94, and
During her first year, Cota also
she has seen an improvement in mem.
made
presentations to Campus Counber participation as well. '.
for a more inclusive
cil
advocating
her
is
second
in
semes
Cota
also
1
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Emily Tarr
Senior Staff Writer
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Estancia Cota '11 accepts the John Plummer Scholarship for Promoting a Welcoming Campus for
,''
'.
People last Saturday (Photo by Linda Kuster).
;

group. Only certain groups have permanent seats on Campus Council, including BSA, but she thinks that it is
a mistake to assume that one group
can represent the interests of all stu- dents of color on campus. She feels
that a greater diversity of student
groups should be represented, in- eluding Allies and Queers, to ensure
that everyone has a voice. "I think
that the College's idea of diversity
is still in this very black and white
paradigm... they' re inadvertently ignoring or not recognizing the rights

'

.

of other cultural groups or ethnic
groups on campus," said Cota.
An anthropology major and history minor, Cota's Independent Study
investigates identity politics between s
students of color on campus and the
College of. Wooster. She will examine how students identify themselves
ethnically versus how the College
identifies them. She will then explore what services are available to
these students and see if the services
are effective-Afther project is complete, she
'

'

,

.

er

LGBT

.

hox"s to be able to make recommendations to the College that can start a
dialogue alxnit these issues.
After learning she would receive
the award, Cota said, "It gets really
exhausting at times trying to advocate for change, especially racially or
ethnically on campus.".. Sometimes
you feel like there's no hope, but.
things like this come up and you're
recognized for what you're trying to.
do on campus, it just makes it feel well
worth it. And I love this campus. It's
.
sad to be leaving it."

Bookstore and Copy Center prove great resources for students
Elle Bloom

v.

ing on 814 x. J white paper, the
price is five cents per. side, and
printeight cents for double-side- d
ing and can le charged to students'
COW printing account.-'Studencan print black and White
ink on colored paper, for .the same
price, however it will cost an additional two cents for pastel paper and
three cents for bright colors. These'
additional fees can be' paid iri the
.
bookstore.
able' to
also
are
These printers
collate and staple as well, a feature
not, available on the students' public printers.
Color copies. have different stipuht
lation's. Since the color printer is
from the color printers such
as the one in the Wired .Scot, students are not able to use their personal printing account.
The prices for color copies, .payable
in the bookstore, are 39 cents for V
x
70 cents for 11x17, and $1 for
13 x 19. However, with these higher
priA-s- .
comes much better quality
than students can find on the public
color printers..
1

Features Editor
,

The Copy Center at the College
is one of the best unintentionally,
kept secrets regarding resources for
students. If my job did not entail
being sent there weekly for, printed
brochures, t still may never have discovered the Copy Center and their
always-heerfworkers Joyce Heit-g- er
and Jeff Gonser.
Part of this secret lies in its locaand
tion: take a right at the
go through the: double doors, on
.you're right you'll see another hallway that seems as if you're not
to be there. If, you follow the
sound of the printers to a door on'
the. left, you will find it.
Students will come across massive
printers spitting out copies faster-thaany other printer students have
access to on canipus. Along the back
wall any crafty person will fall in
love with the array of colored paper
materials which students are alv
lowed to use.
'.
For regular black and white print

ts

'
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dif-fere-
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1

,

'
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cation', also has ,a few features that
also be cashed for up to $.50day with
When asked what types of documents students ' can print out in 'students may not be aware of. Dry a fifty cent fee. Tickets for canipus
events can be bought at the Financial
the Copy Center, Heitger said that cleaning, which I originally thought
paper was new this year, is a service'that counter. Additionally, any billfj from
anything from a ' two-pa'for. class to an entire Independent has been offered since 1984, with the the College can be paid in check or
College- - currently partnering w ith cash at the financial counter.
Study, .something she and Gosner
Any returning student who has
canalso comb iind or coil bind for Ray Crow Cleaners, a lpcal company.
may be dropped off stepped into the; bookstore this
a price of $2.95. What the copy
center is unable to copy are books "and picked up at the bookstore on semester has noticed the brighter
Tuesdays from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. and moreopen feel the bookstore
' (which are copyrighted) or profes- -,
'
and Fridays from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
has. Last spring, the "Store, of
sional photographs.
While prices are subject to change '2015" project began, which inStudents can bring in their work
to be copied in a number of ways. depending on, garment and material, volved six students from the class
of '20 10 helping to remodel the
the some of the general prices to dry-cleOften it is easiest to
a biouse, shirt, sweater or skirt
bookstore.
..
document or photo to copycenter
is $5.35: Trousers, slacks', shorts
Because of these changes,, the
wooster.edu, but a flash drive as well
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore was
as simply bringing in a hard copy and jeans are $5.10. Two piece suits
are $9.85. Coats and Jackets start at' featured in the MayJune 2010
will also suffice. Word documents
should be submitted as a PDF with $9.60. A complete list of prices is issue of "The College Store." A
also available by the cash registers in copy, of the article is located in the
photos turned in as a JPEG..
-,
the bookstore.
bookstore to read.
The Copy Center also offers stuoffers
the
bookstore
Other
services
The bookstore strives each year
cost
dents a laminating option. The
'
are faxing, binding, ordering of gen- -' to make the establishment more
for 8 x 11 is 70 cents arid fbr 11
eral books and software, and Fed-E- x
for its stuuseful and
x 17 the cost is $1.25.; Scratch pads
dents, apd are open to all suggeson recycled paper are also offered for and UPS shipping. Students (or parents) are also able to put money on tions regarding, changes or addino cost.
their COW cards with a minimum of tions to services or products to
be
Though the Copy Center may
the best unintentionally kept secret, $5 for cash and a $25 minimum for improve.-- ' Comments can be sent to'
checks or credit gards. Checks can bookstorewooster.edu.
the bookstore, in prime view and lo
:
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Local Roots market and cafe thrives in Wooster
one-of-a-ki-

nd.

for-pro-
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fit,

'

per at home and then bring them to
the market to sell. As time passed,
continued to increase,
and she now works with, several of
her neighbors in order to meet the
growiJg demand,
According to Eikleberry, the,
woman's case is not unusual; while
Local Roots has given' farmers the
opportunity to expand their production base, it has also allowed many
regular members of the community
the chance to turn hobbies into extra
sources of income.
There are many ways for
members
community
to get involved .With Local Roots.
Simply shopping at the market, for
example, helps suport those w ho
bring out their goods to sell. In addition, there are plenty of opportunities to volunteer at the market or on '
the farms themselves, and input and
ideas alxnit the development of various educational programs is always
welcome. Local Roots- - has recently
applied to serve as a provider to the
College of Wooster Hospitality Services Department and the organization encourages students at the College to become involved.
In the future, those in charge of
Local Roots hoe to see the cooera- her-busines-

nd

pa-

'

is one thing Eikleberry wants to 1x5
tive .grow in terms of, membership
'
sure to impart, it is the imjxrtance of
and influence but not in teriris of geo'
graphical range. "Local fixxl can't get ' asking questions alxnit the origins of
the fxxl one eats. "Everyone should
too big," said Eikleberry. She hopes
know, where their fixxl is coming
Local Rix)ts will serve as a model to
from," she said. "Don't eat blindly."
others around the country, but believes
it is essential than it continues to
To learn more about Local Roots or
the commitment to community,
about volunteer opportunities,1
sustamability and healthy eating that
nuirketing manager Jesska Eikleberry at
inspired its founders to undertake its
development in the first place. If there 'jessiealocalrootswooster.com.
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number of people expressed interest in the venture. As a result, the
Managing Editor
original associates decided to move
forward with the project and went
Local Roots, a produce market and
,
downtown-Woosterbehind closed doors ' to figure out
in
year-roucafe open
Dehow to actualize their plan; after a
is truly
few months spent negotiating the
veloped in 2009 by 12 members of
details, the market became a reality.
the community, its structure and
Today, Local Roots boasts over 500
locally-drive- n
approach set it
and has turned a profit of
marmeiiilxxs
apart from any similar type of
since Jan. 30 of this year.
were
we
"What
$250,000
in
ket
the country.
proposing was so different that when On Oct. 5, the Ohio Department
of Agriculture, which provided the
we went to incorporate fjn June of
fj
founding niemljers with a grant when
2009, we couldn't even find a
said
it,"
do
they were starting to develop the
lawyer who could
y,
Eikleber-rproject,
presented the organization
Jessica
marketing manager
its
w
second annual Lpcal Food
with
members,
ho
original
the
one of
now make up the group's steering Hero Award. Upon bestowing 'the
award, Ohio Agriculture Director
committee. "We had to go to CincinRolx-r- t
Boggs descriled Local Roots
nati," she said.
he hojes other producer.
model
uniqueness
a
as
F.ikleberry credits, the
in the state w ill follow.
diverse
the
to
project
of the
For her part, Eikleberry has witbackgrounds of its founders, who
nessed firsthand the benefits the
include, among others, a bank presicommunity has enjoyed as a result of
dent, a biochemist, and an architect.
the establishment of local Roots. By
to apWhen the group first
outproach' the possibility of starting giving producers a year-routhe market, they turned to local let to sell their giMxJs, she says, Local
residents and farmer for input and Roots has allowed them to expand
held regular meetings designed for the amount and variety of products
they offer and has heled to stimumembers of the community to share
the area's econopiy. Eiklclxrry
late
time
As
them.
with
and discuss idcus
the example of woman,
mentioned
these
of
rate
attendance
passed, the
who, in her spare time, used to inaktf
gatherings flt'ew, und un increasing
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Much Ado About Nothing delivers laughs
Jordan Turner
Staff Writer
1 had
the pleasure of attending
the Shakesperiments' performance
of "Much Ado About Nothing" on
Saturday, Oct. 9, the third night of
the play's performance. It was my
first exposure to something put on
by the student-ru- n
association
and 1 was not let
down. From the
minute I walked
in, I was blown
away with the
professionalism.
The program,

entire production. The costumes
were spectacular and the casting
was done very well. There were
few props, which made the production better because the audience was
able to focus on the characters, their
words and actions more.
.The annunciation was clear; emotions came through vocal tones, hand

Much Ado
About Notkiwg
toaitD by The Shahespekkilvk

created by George
Myatt '11, was
both beautiful and
very informative.
There was a synopsis provided to

help people understand the play
a little before it

It

and also
notes from the
Director and Ar-

began

It was nice to
have something to

do while I waited
the

produc-

tion to begin and
1
learned about
the

group and

the play.

The play was
wonderful and
1
was very im- pressed with the

icon, Lennon
exemplified in

oa

Di-rect-

every capacity the ultimate
ideal of tolerance,

I

er,

The official poster for "Much Ado About
.
mage courtesy George Myatt).

Noth- -

.

g
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the composer's personal history
with many different art forms: Men- Staff Writer
delsohhn had to decide whether to
be a painter, writer, or musician.
There may have been no HomeThis pleTce reflects his many talents
coming football game for last weekas the piece was written Tabout the
end's Homecoming Festival, but
Vs..'
Scottish landscape, taking his
plenty of other activities were
I creative mind into consideration.
!
available to students, locals and
1
As Benjamin noted, "the audi
alumni. Notably, the Wooster
ence should close their eyes
Symphony Orchestra, featur, ff
for this one and listen through
ing the Scot Pipe Band, kicked
their ears."
off the weekend on Friday, Oct.
The piece had a melody that
8 from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in
smoothly transposed between
McGaw Chapel. As the Symphosoft, soothing music and a loud,
ny Orchestra's conductor, Eric
booming piece. In addition,
Benjamin, said, "the concert is
Mendelssohn's piece followed a
a great start" to the weekend.
more classical tradition than the
a
The concert started with
other three pieces.
few acknowledgements of erFinally, the concert ended on
rors in the program handed out,
a
high note with "Marches and
with the first two songs in reAirs," which is commonly perverse order.
formed at events by the College
Despite this minor error, the
' concert
of Wooster's own Scot Pipe Band.
was a wonderful suc-The performers marched in
II 1
cess musically. The very talented
Symphonic Orchestra played a hnc Benjamin conducted the Wooster Symphony Orchestra in their uniform to join the musicians of
the Symphony Orchestra. Hearlovely set. Benjamin's enthusiasfirst concert of the year (Photo by Scott Kuqel).
tic commentaries added meaning
ing our school's staple song per- formed alongside the Orchestra was
to the songs and the energetized the catchy sound returned. The four as "Maxwell's views on the sense
mcxxJ of the concert.
different pieces recieved
of community" as "Maxwell Davies
a refreshing change. Before beginbecame a part of the island comapplause.
ning "Marches and Airs," Benjamin
Beginning with "Four Scottish
With the beginning of the second
Dances," Benjamin stressed his enand the Orchestra performers anmunity." This piece was certainly as
as promised. By the end
nounced the season's next concert,
joyment of Scottish music, citing it piece, "Orkney Wedding and Sunrise," Benjamin offered some history
of the song the whole floor of McSaturday, Dec. 4.
as a wonderful theme to follow for
the performance. The piece was no about the composer, Peter Maxwell Gaw was vibrating.
If this performance was any indi
Davies.
As Benjamin
The third piece, "The Hebrides cation of the future for this season's
described,
disappointment.
Each separate movement had its Maxwell Davies "was a crazy, wild, Overture (Fingal's Cave)," was comSymphony Orchestra, the next con
Lonmodern
in
posed
and
notorious
the
by
was
which
composer,
tone
own
multitalented Felix cert's prospects are extremely prom
personality,
don for leading 'Fires of London,' a Mendelsohhn. Benjamin explained ising and rewarding.
an enjoyable,' eclectic mix. While
the first movement had its own aggressive, booming nature to garner
interest, the second movement had
a softer tone, which continued into
the 'third piece, which' 'ffficTTWet
mejpdy. By the fourth piece, jhe loud.

musical group known for their
pieces." He continued to describe that Maxwell, after moving to.
do work in the Orkney Islands,
'this piece" about hi :ek'pi-"ente- a.
there.. Benjamin describes this
hair-raisi- ng
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Wooster Street Style
Maggie Donnelly '11, in a loose gray cardigan, cinched, floral dress and metallic ballet flats, effortlessly
channels modern feminine chic. Fond of playing dress-u- p as a child, Donnelly told Wooster Street Style
about her '40s fashion influences, travels abroad and what it means to be a lady.
1)

What inspires your style?

wear soft, feminine clothes that remind me of playing dress-u- p when I was a kid. I was very
imaginative and enjoyed dressing up and pretending to be someone else. I like to wear dresses a lot
because it's an easy and comfortable way to look nice and doesn't take much effort. Also, they can be
worn all year with sandals.and flats in the spring and summer, and with tights and boots in the winter.
I

like to

2) Do
Maggie Donnelly '11 brings delicate florals into fall with a tiered
brown and red dress (Photo by
Linda Kuster).

1

golden-yello-

ciety,

ally

1

In the 30 years since his assassination,
Lennon's influence and symlxlic impor
tance have only grown. As a social
icon, he has survived primarily as a
restless voice of change and inde-

pendent thought.
He was an enemy of the status
quo, a bundle of contradictions who
insisted on a world in which all the
various elements of his personality
could find free expression.
His artistic immortality was solidly based in his sophisticated melodies that offered listeners not only
profound musical and literary sensibility, but also a reflective and optimistic vision of how life can be.
Emily Timmeran 'IS is an Art & En
tertainment Editor for the Voice, and
can be readied for comment at

v.

a
hat reminiscent of the 1940s that I bought in Rome
while I was studying abroad last fall. My personal style is largely inspired by history, and the hat
reminds me of what a woman would have worn while traveling on a train. like that back then to be
stylish meant to look like a lady.

contri-

both
artistically and politically, are still
inspiring to many. While his lyrics,
both those written with The Beatles
and independently, often present
simplistic and Utopian
solutions to many of the popula
tion's biggest social problems, his
underlying beliefs and intentions
continue to resonate today.
Lennon was born in 1940 in Liver
pool, England. His parents separated
when he was young, and he conse
quentially grew up primarily under
the care of his mother's sister, Mimi
Smith. His mother died when he was
17, and he later attempted to ratio
nalize his feelings about this loss artistically through music.
attended
Liverpool's
Lennon
Dovedale Primary School and the
Quarry Bank High School, which
later supplied the name for his first
band, the Quarrymen, which he
started in 1955.
In 1956 he met Paul McCartney
and the two began writing songs
together, eventually forming the
famous Beatles group with fellow
musicians Ringo Starr and George
Harrison. While wildly successful
as a group, Lennon began to create
a career apart from the band in 1968.
The Beatles' official breakup came in
1970. In 1969 Lennon married his
second wife, Yoko Ono, who would
come to greatly influence his subsequent activism and artistic endeavors.
Involved in peace movements
and social rallies, Ono and Lennon
together strived to transcend the
barriers between artistic musical
expression and socially based political revolution. Together they took
his music in a new direction, first
collaborating on his album "Plastic
Ono Band" (1970). The minimalistic
sound was heavy in emotional undertones and was a noticeable aberration
from his other work. His later album
"Imagine" ( 97 ) returned to melodic
tunes reminiscent of his work with
The Beatles, and again acknowledged
animosity and public struggle.
The album's title track alone en
sured the music's historical impor
tance; it is a call to idealism that has
provided solace and inspiration in
the face of social and humanitarian
crisis since written.
His continued activism caused him
difficulty later on with the United
States' government, and after several other single releases and a temporary separation from Ono, .Lennon
decided it best to withdrawl from the
In 1980 Lennon
public eye in 1975.
and Ono were on the brink of a full- fledged musical comeback, yet Lennon
was assassinated on Dec 8, 1980.

you have a favorite piece of clothing?

My favorite piece of clothing is

His

butions to so-

un-realistic-

Symphony orchestra kicks off homecoming weekend
Alexandra Muto

peace

and love.

EMILY
TIMMERMAN

1

ii

tistic Director.

for

Last Saturday, Oct. 9 marked what
would have been John Lennon's 70,h
birthday. Both a musical and cultural

Isabelle Briggs '13 pulled off the
villain Don John and the comedic
character Verges. Anna Mazin '14
did well as Conrade. Rachel Rothen-ber- g
'14 was spectacular as Bora-chiand a Friar.
Alex Karrafalt '11 added humor
as Seacole and Antonio. In addition,
Jadon Baker '12 made some pretty
interesting faces and did a wonderful
job as the Sexton.
speare to understand what was going on.
Of course, the play could not hapThe hilarious inclusion of members of the audience was great.
pen without the behind the scenes
Also, the group pulled off some
people, including Ari Zirulnik '11,
singing and dancing that helped to the Director, Ashley Stockwell '12,
the Stage Manager and Assistant
make the play.
All the actors did a great job.
Jadon Baker '12, the Assistant
There were several females acting Stage Manager, Julie Melrose '11,
in male roles and they pulled off the
the Costume Designer, James Lance
'12, Light Director, Ben Pfister '14,
parts very well; I never had to remind myself that they were playing
Light Board Operator, Kent Sprague
males. Maria Cox '12, as Don Pedro,
'14, Sound Board Operator, Allie
did an excellent job portraying a
Ham '14, Run Crew, Chelsey Porter
male character.
'14, House Manager, Nina Takacs
Although the entire cast did a '11, Artistic Director and George
marvelous job, three other actors reMyatt '11, Company Manager.
Overall there were only a few stutally stood out to me. Matt Policastro
'13 as Leonato, Nina Takacs '11 as
ters and the actors just kept going
Beatrice, and Owen Reynolds ' 1 as
as if they were supposed to happen.
There were several dramatic scenes
Dogberry. They gave truly phenomenal performances.
and although the group pulled ofT
All characters added to the play,
the comedic scenes a little better,
of course, for there is no unimportthese scenes were done well also.
work.
in
There were only a couple points durant character
Shakespeare's
Lauren Tweddale '13 did a great job ing the show where the actors could
not keep a serious face.
pulling off a sweet Hero.
I thoroughly enjoyed the producDan Hollingsworth '12 added
much comedic value to the production and advise that everyone go to
tion as Balthasar and the Messenger. their next performance.
The Shakesperiments did a wonSteve Schott '14 did a truly amazing acting job as one of the leads, derful job with a great choice of a
Benedick. Ryan Shafranek '13 was
play, making audiences laugh for alcasted perfectly for the part of Claudio.
most three hours straight.

movements, and dramatizing.
The audience was laughing for a
majority of the play, and although
many of the lines were funny, what
made them even better was the brilliant way that the actors brought
them to life.
The physicality and hand movements also helped those who did not
understand the diction of Shake-
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Homecomini

Travis Marmon
Sports Editor

were able to match the Big Red
2--

While
Homecoming weekend
brought alumni and students togeth- -.
er on Saturday, it also brought both
Wooster men's and women's soccer
teams together on Carl Dale Field
to face Denison University
with
very different results.
First the women took on the Big
2,
Red
-i
NCAC), ranked No.
4 in the Great Lakes Region, in a defensive struggle. Wooster forward
Paige Piper '13 sent a shot into the
upper 90 during the 64th minute
to give the Scots a
lead. The
defense only allowed Denison five
shots, three of which wound up in
the hands of goalie Michele Ring
'13. Denison was shut down entirely,
and Wooster was able to preserve
Piper's goal as the game-winn' The
men's team was up next, but
would not be so fortunate. The Scots
(7-4--

FRIDAY,

l-

1-

-0

er.

1

NCAC)

stride-for-stri-

7

Denison

(7-- 5,

for the

de

first third of the game, but Denison broke it open in the 37th minute, when midfielder Ish Ghodbane
scored off of a corner kick. Before
the Scots could recover, they suffered
an own goal in the 43rd minute to
make the game 0 at halftime.
Denison midfielder Bob Casarona
scored the insurance goal in the 57th
minute, and the game ended
Although Wooster started the season
with an impressive
record, the
Scots are off to a rocky -2
start in
the NCAC.
Wooster hosts
Reserve University
UAA)

'V- -

,

Ik

j-'V'ifc
v.
.--.-

2--

3-- 0.

6-0-

-1

0-2-

Case-Weste- rn

(8-3--

1,

1-

-1

Oct. 20.

On Tuesday night, the women
traveled to Oberlin College 0,
NCAC) and unleashed an offensive barrage on the Yeowomen.
The Scots were unstoppable, win- -

The men's soccer teams suffers its second loss of the season to Denison University (Photo by Aleksandra Tsybulskaya).

(4-1-

1-

-2

ning 0 on goals by six different
players. Kelsey Peters '12 and Erin
Davison '13 made the game 0 after
6--

2--

the first half. Piper, Liz Mott '11,
Maggie Kehm '12 and Bri Fulmer
'12 scored in the second. Wooster

is now

5 (3-- 0 NCAC). They host
Wesleyan University
NCAC) tomorrow.
9--

Ohio
0--2

(3-7-

-2,

WARA speaker educates female athletes about healthy diets
Mimrnt
Margaret nAitnAlIu
Donnelly
in
Editor Chief

"

I

The Women's Athletic and Recreational Association (WARA) invited
athletic nutritionist Barbara Lorson
to discuss the competitive advantage
of understanding and applying nutrition for female athletes in season.
Her main objectives were to help
Wooster's female athletes estimate
how much energy they need to compete, understand training nutrition
and eating well prior to events and
games, and muscle recovery.
Before launching into her presentation, Lorson asked the women in
the audience if they felt like they
had an adequate understanding of
how nutrition affects their level of
play, and an overwhelming majority
of the women said they didn't know
very much about the topic.
Lorson, who worked with several
of The Ohio State University's varsity athletic teams, stressed the importance of eating the right kinds of
foods that would give female athletes
the best competitive advantage. She
explained that competitive athletes
need several hundred more calories than the average person, which
should come from carbohydrates,
fruits; vegetables and protein.
The idea is to eat to fuel your body
and help in its recovery after the
athletic event, she explained. Eating carbohydrates helps athletes
stay healthier than taking vitamins
and supplements, and athletes need
significantly more carbohydrates to
fuel their athletic activities than the
average person. "Low carb diets for
athletes are out," she said.
Larson also discussed the importance of eating 30 to 60 minutes
following an athletic workout, telling the women that the "recovery
period" is when the body is most able

"""""""

.

cSeveral i

.l
of the

p ...

i
female

.ii.
athletes

in attendance said they had a basic
knowledge of how to eat during
season, but that Larson was able to
illuminate new ideas to help their

t"

"""""

"

performances.
"During season, I try to eat more
carbohydrates than usual because
I'll burn them off at practice or in a
game," said field hockey captain and
president of WARA Kate Valora '11.
"After hearing this talk, I learned
that it actually is okay, as long as
they're quality carbs," such as whole
grain breads and cereals, said Valora.
Many of the women commented
on the choices available at Lowry
that will allow them to perform at
their optimal level.
Basketball player Taylor Keegan
'
, a vegetarian, said that she chooses what she eats carefully and tries
to eliminate unhealthy foods during her season. "Lowry can be difficult sometimes when trying to find
healthy options. They're available,
you just have to look past "Basics"
and stand clear from fried foods."
Several athletes were concerned
with dining options while on the
road for away games. Because of
budget restraints, many teams eat
meals on the road at Wendy's and
McDonald's.
Larson suggested that they look
up the restaurants' menus online
prior to traveling to find options
with less fat and calories. Fast food
restaurants do offer healthy options,
she said, but encouraged the women
to research the menus before dining
there.
Larson will be available for individual consultations with athletes
in the Longbrake Student Wellness
Center on Monday and Wednesday
nights. The fee for first consultations is $65, and any additional visits
cost between $20 and $35.
1

Nutritionist Barbra Lorson discusses applying nutritional knowledge to female athletes'
diets in order to better perform during their athletic seasons (Photo by Taylor Keegan).
to absorb nutrients put into the body
and be replenished after a workout.
After that time period, the body can't
absorb as much nutrients or do it as
quickly. She recommended chocolate
milk or sports bars in lieu of a full
meal with carbohydrates and protein
to replenish lost nutrients.
It is necessary to drink more water
and sports drinks than the average
two liters that are recommended to
said Larson. Performance decreases with dehydration,
and athletes need to drink 16 oz. of
water for every pound lost during
non-athlet- es,

practices or games. As little as two
percent of weight loss, or roughly
three pounds for a 150 lb. athlete,
hurts performance physically and
mentally, she explained.
For game days, Larson recommended that athletes eat a meal
that is low in fat but high in carbohydrates before the event, focus on
hydration throughout the game and
replace electrolytes, carbohydrates
and protein during recovery after
the game.
A common problem in many young
women is anemia, which is caused by

a lack of iron in the blood stream.

Cross country captain Chelsea Fisher 'l 1 suffers from this deficiency, but
makes up for her low iron supply by
making sure to eat enough protein.
She enjoys the power bars from the
but said that she has struggled drinking the new protein shakes'
because they "taste like a mixture of
chalk and expired Nesquick."
Larson recommended that women
who suffer from anemia should focus
on eating more protein by eating cereals, soy, Vitamin C and drinking
three to four cups of milk a day.
C-St- ore,

1

Field hockey advances to 5
with 0 win against Earlham
6--

9--

Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
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The Wooster field hockey team
had their most dominant performance since last year's 0 win over
Oberlin College against NCAC opponent Earlham College 0 at Richmond, Ind. last Saturday.
The Scots dominated Earlham 0,
0--9
NCAC) both offensively and
defensively throughout the match,
never relinquishing their dominance
that began with the first whistle of
the game and ended with the last.
The Scots led in shot attempts
with an impressive 35-- 4 ratio and in
penalty corners 17-- 3.
Wooster took the lead from the
very start of the game when Amanda Artman '10 scored the Scots' first
goal in the first minute of the game
off of an assist from midfielder Nina
Dine "11.
A few minutes later Artman scored
the second goal of the match off a
pass from captain Kate Valora '11.
Stephanie Standera '11 converted a
penalty corner onty a few minuets
9--
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later to put the Scots up 0.
Before the end of the half Eileen
Barrer '11 and Isabelle Howes '13
added two scores giving the Scot's a
lead. Howes's goal came off of
0
Anna Regin '14,
anassisstby
her first career assist.
The second half proved to be just
as one sided as the first when the
Scots scored two goals within four
minutes of returning to the field.
The first goal was scored by Nikki
Sever '14 and the second was scored
'14. Laura
by Clare Nelson-Johnso- n
German '13 and Christine Goglia
'14 connected twice to finish off the
Scots' night of offensive dominance
with two goals in a 1:40 stretch of
play with Goglia assisting German
in both goals.
Offensively, Artman led the day
with five points (two goals and one
assit), German followed with two
goals, while Barrer and Server both
tallied one goal and one assist each.
The Wooster defense was also
dominant throughout the game allowing for only four shot attempts
5--

by Earjham.

s

All three of Wooster's goalies,
Liz Plumley '13, Meredith Farley
'14, and Madalyn Myers '12, who is

fresh off the bench from an injury,
saw playing time. In addition, each
goalie recorded at least one save.
Earlham keeper Emma Treece
managed an impressive 24 saves in
the 0 loss.
Tonight the Fighting Scots will
take on
rival Transylvania University (
at home at
the John P. Papp Memorial Stadium
at 7:30 p.m. under the lights.
Wooster will head on the road to
face University of Rochester (4-- 6)
on Oct. 17 in Rochester, NY and
Ithaca College (4-on Oct. 18 in
Ithaca, NY.
The Scots will return to Ohio to
face NCAC opponent Denison University (5-- 8,
4 NCAC) in Denison,
Ohio on Oct. 20 before returning
home to challenge Kenyon College
(6-2
NCAC) for NCAC dominance on Oct. 23.
9--
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Cricket match breaks U. S. college record for attendance
The College of Wboster broke
the U.S. record for number of attendees at a college cricket match
over Homecoming weekend with
967 viewers in the stands of John
P. Papp stadium, crushing the previous record, which stood at just 400.
The College's Cricket Club team
defeated the Wooster Community
Cricket Team in a very close match
that ended
It was a beautiful day for football.
It would' ve been had Earlham not
moved out of conference and left
the Scots without an opponent for
But never doubt the
Homecoming.
ingenuity of a liberal arts college
as Wooster quickly scheduled other
events to make up for the loss of a

a

,

!

f

the "bats-maWooster's cricket club dates back decades, but this is the first time they
ever played on such a large stage, and
they did not disappoint.
The game itself was very exciting,
with Wooster's club team pulling out
on a
the victory 143-1hit with one out remaining by Kahn,
the cricket team's captain.
Although it has been a lesser-knosport on Wooster's campus,
the club plays several
teams each year, including George
Carnegie
Washington University,
State
Ohio
The
University,
Mellon
in
the
and
participated
University
Championship
Cricket
USA College
in Florida last year.
Based on their performances at the
Cricket Championship, Itai Njanji '11
received first Team
Honors and Maaz was honored with
second Team All American Honors.
Even with the cultural divide between the fans and the game going
on, the Cricket team put on a show
that is sure to last in the minds of
the Wooster community and proved
that fans don't need football to make
Homecoming memorable.
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The Wooster club cricket team takes on the Wooster Community Cricket Team in a Homecoming match (Photo by

football game.

Linda Kuster)

The strangest of those was a cricket match, the 'European sport that
can be described as baseball's odd
uncle was the central sporting event
during the Homecoming weekend
Saturday and a rousing success.
In the days leading up to the match,
many were skeptical to how many
people would actually show up to this
event. The record for attendance at a
college cricket game was 400, set last
year at Montgomery College. In the
week leading up to the event there

was a rallying cry from Wooster administration, Maaz Tasneem Khan
'11, the Cricket Club President, Nicola Kille, the club's advisor and Presi-

dent Grant Cornwell, who threw the
opening pitch of the match on Saturday, to try and get people to show up
so that record could be broken.
Khan, who has played cricket since
he was a child in Karachi, Pakistan,
was informed three days before the
event that he needed to publicize the
match in order to break the

U.S.

re

cord for number of attendees. He
used his social networking skills and
worked with the College's publicity
department to make it an overwhelming success, he said.
Quickly word spread throughout
campus that this was happening and
that support was needed.
Kahn was glad that the College,
both its students and alumni recognized the cricket club like any other
varsity team. "I feel great, honored
and happy because I have worked
.

last-seco- nd

41

have a sense of humor. I think something like this could only happen here
at Wooster."

1.

(self-explanator- y).

n"

us distinctive.
Not only does it illustrate the college's spirit, but it also shows that we

i

143-14-

V

a pitcher) and why he was trying to
"dismiss" (kind of like a strike-ou- t)

very hard over the last two years to
take this cricket club to next level and
increase its awareness on campus and
popularity among students," he said.
"This event is very representative of The College of Wooster,"
Cornwell told the American College
Cricket Association. "It's what makes

Ben Christ
Senior Staff Writer

wn

The team, made up of mostly international students and a few cricket
enthusiasts from around the U.S., got
to take the stage in front of large
crowd who had, until now, only the
basest knowledge of their sport. The
club has been more popular with international students in past years,
but Kahn said he introduced several
of his American friends, such as Ian
Carlin '1 1, to the sport who now play
on the team.
He hopes that the recent widespread awareness for the sport and
Wooster's club team will increase its
popularity across campus for players

well-kno-

Ail-Ameri-

and fans.

The fans weren't left in the dark
during the match though, as handy cheat sheets were distributed
throughout the audience, describing what a "bowler" is (kind of like

wn

can

Additional Reportingor this article by

Margaret Donnelly.

Volleyball goes 2--0 against competition, seeks to avenge losses
Beal finished with four kills and
added 23 assists in the contest. Parker and Beal paced Wooster's serving blitzkrieg each with four aces,
The College of Wooster volleyball
Parker.
while Devin Grandi '13 (2 aces), Kel-le- y
by
aces
record
its
conference
stretched
team
Johnson '13 (1 ace), and Melissa
After the two squads went back
to 2 when they swept Ohio Wes-leyfour-poi- nt
a
'13 (1 ace) also helped.
built
Wooster
and
up
forth,
Morgan
9,
9,
(25-10
University
momentum-ca
in the conference season,
So
of
far
with
the
help
lead
Delaware,
in
last Saturday
hanging
Webster
kill
Erin
by
only two losses came
Wooster's
0,
(13-12
Ohio. Leading the Scots
Scots
lead
with
the
would
She
Kenyon
'13.
College and rival
against
who
NCAC) was Sarah Hawke '12,
'
followed
kills
by
in
match,
the
Wittenberg
University.
eight
posted eight kills and no errors in the
Parker with six.
They'll have a chance at redempstraight set victory.
Beal
'12
second
Lizzie
when they play both schools
tion
the
set,
In
Paige Parker '14 had an impres22-lead
into
1
Scots'
1
the
turned
again, facing Kenyon on Oct. 22
sive seven kills and 15 digs, while
1 behind her eight straight service
and Wittenberg on Oct. 27. Both
Zoe Zwegat '14 posted six blocks
aces.
which
of
were
contests will be played in Timken
points, three
(2 solo, 4 assists). This increased
win
r
that
would
on
to
The Scots
Gymnasium.
go
Zwegat's team leading block total
is
9.
tomorthird
match
set
Wooster's next
By the time the
set
to 64 so far this season.
row, when they will travel to OberThe win over Ohio Wesleyan 8, had arrived, it seemed Oberlin had
already packed their bags for their lin for a play day against both Ober7 NCAC) was the Scots' secride home.
lin College and Allegheny College.
ond in just as many days. On Friday
Wooster built an 0 lead and nevThe Scots will finish out regular
night, the Scots also swept Oberlin
er looked back, closing out the set season play at Hiram College (14-- 9
25-- 1 1) in
5,
College 0 (25-2and the match 25-- 1 1.
1 NCAC) on Oct. 30.
Timken Gymnasium behind a sea
12 service aces.
After trailing 0 in the opening
set, the Fighting Scots regained the
ht
lead at 10-- 9 behind

son-hi-

Graham Zimmerman
Sports Editor
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The Fighting Scots volleyball defeated Oberlin College
0
sweep last Friday to bring their season record to
(Photo by Scott Krugel).
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Pick 'em returns with your favorite sports editors Graham
Zimmerman,
Travis Marmon
and Mike Haggerty, who will pick
winners for the NFL and NCAA
matchups in the upcoming week.
Feel free to send us an
at
e-m-

ail

voicesportswooster.edu.
Graham (GZ)
Mike (MH)
Travis (TM)
NFL
Sunday, Oct. 17
(GZ) Seattle at Chicago
(MH, TM)
(MH, TM) Miami at Green
Bay (GZ)
(GZ, TM) San Diego at St. Louis
(MH)
(MH.GZ.TM) Baltimore at New
England

Newton only threw for 2 10 yards
and an interception against Univ- eristy of Kentucky, he also ran for
four touchdowns and engineered
a
arive cuiminai- jng in Ves Byrum's
field goal to end the game 37-- 3 k
The Tigers stand at 0 behind
Newton's 19 total touchdowns
this season and they now lead the
SEC West after defending chanipi- on University of Alabama lost to
the University of South Carolina
Out west, Stanford University
junior Andrew Luck cemented
m-pia-
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games and is essentially the
Buckeyes' entire
Finally, Boise State University
junior Kellen Moore is the est
-hope for a school from a i
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The Broncos quart-e,
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After Michigan showed itself to
thoroughly unimpressive, eyes
drifted down south to another mo- bile quarterback: Auburn Univer- isty junior Cam Newton. While

be

luuiselt as the nations top quar- t
by going
terbark
2
throwing three touchdowns
against Southern California,
Luck contributed a game-wining drive of his own, albeit a
much shorter one, to knock off
the Trojans
The Cardinal
stand at
with their only loss
coming against No. '2 University
of Oregon.
The Ohio State University junior Tern !!. PryT is t .e t
as a I
lishing l.'ons.-l-

ng,

in-st-

,

open.

j
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d

the team had in all ot 2009, and
putting them one win away from
bowl eligibility. Robinson looked
like a lock to win the Heisman
Trophy.
That all changed last Saturday,
out hearing
about Uni- - when the Wolverines were domi- rivals Michigan
of nated by
versify
Michigan State University before a friendly
sophomore crowd of 113,065 mostly maize- noumsun
suppui
quarter- - auu-unTRAVIS
back sensa- - threw three interceptions, two
MARMON
tjon Denard of which were thrown in the en- dzone.
Robinson.
Robinson finished the game with
After five starts, Robinson al- Wolthe
215 yards passing and no run
of
only
owned
three
ready
for
records
single-game
than 16 yards. The Spar- longer
vermes'
meanwhile,
the
leading
tans,
played mistake- while
total offense
free
imporball
More
entire
the
game en route
in
rushing.
nation
34-1a
With
7
a
that, the
0
to
to
Michigan
victory.
tantly, he led
blown
wide
as
Heisman
was
race
start, winning as many games

For the first five weeks ot this
college football season, it was
to switch between
ESPN chan- with- nels

:
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tNi';Vifr
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ginia (MH, GZ.TM)
(MH.GZ.TM) New Orleans at
Saturday, Oct 9
Tampa Bay
Illinois at No. 13 Michigan State
Detroit at NY Giants
(MH.GZ.TM)
(MH.GZ.TM)
B. C. at No. 16 Florida State (MH,
at
Atlanta
Philly (TM)
(MH.GZ)
GZ.TM)
Cleveland at Pittsburgh (MH,
(MH, TM) No. 21 Missouri at
GZ, TM)
n, Texas A&M (GZ)
(MH) Kansas City at
Texas at No. 5 Nebraska
Houston (GZ, TM)
Oakland at San Francisco
(TM.GZ.MH)
(MH) No. 12 Arkansas at
(GZ, TM, MH)
No.7 Auburn (GZ, TM)
(MH.GZ.TM) NY Jets at Denver
(GZ, TM) No. 15 Iowa at Michi
Dallas at Minnesota (MH.GZ.TM)
gan (MH)
(MH,GZ,TM) Indianapolis at
(MH.GZ.TM) No. 20 Oklahoma
Washington
State at Texas Tech
Monday, Oct. 18
Brigham Young at No.4 TCU
(MH,GZ,TM) Tennesse at Jack
(MH.GZ.TM)
sonville
NCAA Div. 1
(MH, GZ.TM) No. 10 South Caro
lina at Kentucky
Thursday, Oct 14
(MH,GZ,TM)No.l l Utah at Wy
South Florida at No. 25 W. Vir

oming
(GZ.MH.TM) No.l Ohio State at
No. 18 Wisconsin
Iowa State at No.6 Oklahoma
(TM, GZ,MH)
McNesse State at
No.9 LSU (GZ, MH, TM)
Missipi State at No.22
Florida(MH, GZ, TM)
(MH,GZ,TM)No. 17 Arizona at
Washington State
(MH,GZ,TM)No.S Boise State at
San Jose State
(MH,GZTM)No.23 Air Force
at San Diego State
Mississipi at No.8 Bama
(MH.GZ.TM)
(MH.GZ.TM) No.24 Oregon State
at Washington
(MH,GZ,TM)No.l9 Nevada at Ha
waii

